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Picosecond IR–UV pump–probe spectroscopic study of the dynamics
of the vibrational relaxation of jet-cooled phenol. II. Intracluster
vibrational energy redistribution of the OH stretching vibration
of hydrogen-bonded clusters

Masakazu Kayano, Takayuki Ebata,a),b) Yuji Yamada, and Naohiko Mikamia)

Department of Chemistry, Graduate School of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai, 980-8578, Japan

~Received 30 October 2003; accepted 20 January 2004!

A picosecond time-resolved IR–UV pump–probe spectroscopic study has been carried out for
investigating the intracluster vibrational energy redistribution~IVR! and subsequent dissociation of
hydrogen-bonded clusters of phenol (C6H5OH) and partially deuterated phenol (C6D5OH, phenol-
d5) with various solvent molecules. The H-bonded OH stretching vibration was pumped by a
picosecond IR pulse, and the transientS1–S0 UV spectra from the pumped level as well as the
redistributed levels were observed with a picosecond UV laser. Two types of hydrogen-bonded
clusters were investigated with respect to the effect of the H-bonding strength on the energy flow
process: the first is of a strong ‘‘s-type H-bond’’ such as phenol-(dimethyl ether)n51 and phenol
dimer, and the second is phenol-(ethylene)n51 having a weak ‘‘p-type H-bond.’’ It was found that
the population of the IR-pumped OH level exhibits a single-exponential decay, whose rate increases
with the H-bond strength. On the other hand, the transient UV spectrum due to the redistributed
levels showed a different time evolutions at different monitoring UV frequency. From an analysis of
the time profiles of the transient UV spectra, the following three-step scheme has been proposed for
describing the energy flow starting from the IVR of the initially excited H-bonded OH stretching
level to the dissociation of the H bond.~1! The intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution takes
place within the phenolic site, preparing a hot phenol.~2! The energy flows from the hot phenol to
the intermolecular vibrational modes of the cluster.~3! Finally, the hydrogen bond dissociates.
Among the three steps, the rate constant of the first step was strongly dependent on the H-bond
strength, while the rate constants of the other two steps were almost independent of the H-bond
strength. For the dissociation of the hydrogen bond, the observed rate constants were compared with
those calculated by the Rice, Ramsperger, Kassel, and Marcus model. The result suggests that
dissociation of the hydrogen bond takes place much faster than complete energy randomization
within the clusters. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1668641#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vibrational relaxation of the OH stretching vibratio
has long been investigated by many researchers becau
the importance of the OH group in nature and it is the fu
damental process in the liquid phase. Up to now many
periments have been carried out, mostly time-resolved s
troscopic studies,1–17 to elucidate the dynamics of the O
stretching vibration. In the liquid phase, it has been kno
that vibrational excitation leads to a rapid dissociation of
H-bond, followed by a rather slow recombination. Howev
as to the energy flow mechanism from the OH stretch to
H-bond dissociation, the issue is still open whether the
ergy of the OH stretch directly flows into the intermolecu
H-bonding coordinate2,3,5 or flows sequentially via intramo
lecular vibrational modes.10,12–14

The recent development of double-resonant vibratio
spectroscopy combined with supersonic jets has enable
to measure the spectra of the OH stretching vibrations
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size-and-structure-selected H-bonded clusters.18–34 It has
been found that the IR spectra of the OH stretching vibrat
of such H-bonded clusters with solvent molecules exhib
very similar feature with that observed in the correspond
condensed phase. In spectroscopic studies of jets, the cl
structures can be determined from an analysis of the
served spectra with the aid ofab initio molecular orbital or
density functional calculations. Thus we are in the sta
where we can study in detail the dynamics of the H-bond
OH stretching vibration for the well-characterized H-bond
system.

In this work, the second paper of the series, we repo
picosecond IR–UV pump–probe study of the intracluster
brational energy redistribution~IVR! and subsequent disso
ciation of H-bonded clusters of phenol and partially deut
ated phenol~phenol-d5), after IR excitation of the OH
stretching vibration. Very recently, we reported our first wo
on the picosecond dynamics of the OH stretching vibrat
of phenol and its H-bonded clusters.35 We could show that
the IVR lifetime of the donor OH stretch is substantial
shortened upon H-bonding, while that of the acceptor O
stretch was similar to bare phenol. However, a detai
0 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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7411J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 120, No. 16, 22 April 2004 Vibrational relaxation of jet-cooled phenol. II
mechanism of the energy flow and the effect of t
H-bonding strength are still unknown.

The aim of the present work is to reveal the energy fl
pathway starting from the OH stretch vibration to the dis
ciation of the H-bond. We have picked up two types
H-bonded clusters whose binding energies are quite dif
ent. First is thep-type H-bonded cluster, which is pheno
(ethylene)n51 , and the second is thes-type H-bonded clus-
ter, which is phenol-@dimethyl ether (DME)#n51 . Their cal-
culated structures are shown in Fig. 1. Phenol-(ethylene)n51

has a weakp-type H-bond between phenolic OH and thep
electron of ethylene. Though the binding energy of t
‘‘OH– p’’ bond has not been experimentally obtained, hig
levelab initio calculations predict the energy to be 900–11
cm21.36–39 On the other hand, phenol-(DME)n51 has a
strongs-type H bond between phenolic OH and Oxygen
DME. The H-bond energy of phenol-(DME)n51 is estimated
to be 2000–2100 cm21 from an analogy with the othe
H-bonded clusters of phenol.40 We will see how the H-bond
strength affects the energy flow mechanism and its rate c
stant. The entire investigation is based on the observatio
time-resolved transient UV spectra and time profiles of
pump–probe signals.

FIG. 1. Ab initio calculated structures of phenol, phenol–C2H4 , and
phenol–(CH3)2O at the MP2/6-31G level. The numbers areC–O–Hbond
angle~degree!, OH bond length~Å!, and distance~Å! between the phenolic
OH oxygen atom and the center of CvC bond of C2H4 or an oxygen atom
of (CH3)2O.
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II. EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 shows the excitation scheme of picoseco
IR–UV pump–probe spectroscopy. Two relaxation schem
are shown, which will be discussed later. Essentially, the
stretching vibration of the phenol or pheno
(solvent molecule)n51 H-bonded cluster is pumped by a p
cosecond IR laser pulse, and at several delay times a p
second UV laser pulse is introduced to measure the (111)
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectra thro
the S1 state, which correspond to the transient UV spec
The time evolution of the IR-laser-pumped OH level is o
served with the OH1

0 band, while those of the levels (v9)
generated by IVR are observed by thev8←v9 transition. The
spectrum of the latter transition exhibits a broad feature
to the overlap of many transitions of vibrational levels (v9)
generated by the IVR: hereafter, we call those levels ‘‘IV
levels.’’

A detailed description of the experimental setup of pic
second IR–UV pump–probe spectroscopy was given in
per I of this series. A picosecond tunable UV pulse was
tained by frequency doubling the mode-locked picoseco
Nd31:YAG laser~Ekspra PL2143B! pumped OPG/OPA out-
put ~Ekspra PG401SH!. A tunable picosecond IR pulse wa
generated by a homemade OPG/OPA system pumped by
same mode-locked Nd31:YAG laser. The spectral resolutio
was estimated to be 10 and 15 cm21 for the UV and IR laser
lights, respectively. The pulse widths of the pump and pro
laser pulses were determined to be 14 ps, by fitting the t
profile of the IR–UV pump–probe signal of the CH stretc
ing vibration of benzene.

Jet-cooled phenol and its clusters were generated b
supersonic expansion of phenol vapor seeded in ethy
~2%!/He or dimethyl ether~0.5%!/He mixed carrier gas at a
total pressure of 3 atm into vacuum through a pulsed noz
~General valve! having a 0.8-mm aperture. Phenol w
heated up to 40 °C. Phenol and its H-bonded clusters in
jet were skimmed by a skimmer~0.8 mm-diam beam dynam
ics! located at 30 mm downstream of the nozzle. The IR a
UV lasers were introduced into a vacuum chamber in a co
terpropagated manner and crossed the supersonic beam
mm downstream of the skimmer. The molecules in the
personic beam were ionized by (111) resonance-enhance
multiphonon ionization~REMPI! via S1 , and the ions were

FIG. 2. Energy diagram and two relaxation schemes:~a! single-bath-mode
scheme and~b! sequential two-bath-mode scheme.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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repelled to a direction perpendicular to the plane of the m
lecular beam and laser beams. The ions were then mass
lyzed by a 50-cm time-of-flight tube and were detected by
electron multiplier~Murata Ceratron!. The transient profiles
of the pump–probe ion signals were observed by changin
delay time between UV and IR pulses by a comput
controlled optical delay line. The ion signals were integra
by a boxcar integrator~Par model 4420/4400! and were pro-
cessed by a microcomputer.

We should comment on the effect of the larger-s
clusters—that is, phenol-(solvent molecule)n.1—in the
present work. First of all, we have chosen the solvent m
ecules, ethylene and dimethyl ether, which form exclusiv
1:1 H-bonded clusters. This is because once the
H-bonded cluster is formed, as can be expected from Fig
the next solvent molecule will be bound via a much wea
van der Waals force. Actually, the signal intensities of larg
size clusters were negligibly small in the time-of-flight spe
tra. So perturbation of the larger-size clusters, such as
formation of smaller-size cluster ions after the ionization,
thought to be very small. In addition, the larger-size clust
may have OH stretching frequencies different from the
cluster. Another point is the effect of the dissociation of t
1:1 clusters after the ionization. The binding energies of
1:1 clusters studied in the present work are not precis
known and it is quite possible that the cluster will dissoci
after the one-color 111 ionization. Actually we observed th
phenol fragment ion in the IR-pump–UV-probe experime
at the higher monitoring UV frequencies. Then we observ
the pump–probe time profile by monitoring both the par
cluster ion and the phenol fragment ion. As a result, we
tained the same time profile between them. So we conclu
that observation of the 1:1 cluster ion is good enough for
present study.

Phenol ~99.0%! was purchased from Wako Chemic
Ind. Ltd. and was purified by vacuum sublimation befo
use. Phenol-d5(C6D5OH) was synthesized by adding a fe
drops of water to phenol-d6(C6D5OD, 98 at. % D) pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich Fine Chemicals. C2H4 was pur-
chased from Nippon Sanso, and DME was purchased f
Wako Chemical Ind. Ltd.

III. RESULTS

A. IR spectra

Figure 3 shows the IR spectra of~a! phenol and its
H-bonded clusters with~b! C2H4 and ~c! dimethyl ether
~DME! in the 2800–3700 cm21 region. All spectra are ob
tained as the ion-gain IR spectra. The UV laser pulse w
introduced at a delay time of 40 ps after IR pulse excitati
and the IR frequency was scanned while monitoring
broad transition due to the IVR levels. In bare phenol@Fig.
3~a!#, the band at 3657 cm21 is the OH stretching vibration
and many bands in 3000–3100 cm21 are due to CH stretch
ing vibrations. In the IR spectrum of phenol–C2H4 , the
H-bonded OH stretching vibration appears at 3580 cm21.
The relatively small redshift~77 cm21! of the OH stretch
with respect to the bare phenol represents a typical featur
the p-type H-bond.34 Two intense bands at 2987 and 31
Downloaded 01 Jul 2007 to 133.41.149.135. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cm21 are the CH stretching vibrations of the C2H4 site. The
appearance of those bands indicates that the IVR also oc
in those vibrations in this time scale. The dynamics of tho
bands will be discussed in a separate paper. The H-bon
OH stretch of phenol–DME in Fig. 3~c! appears at 3410
cm21. A lower-frequency shift as large as 250 cm21 is much
larger than that of phenol–ethylene. The IR spectra
phenol-d5– C2H4 and –DME were very similar to those o
phenol–C2H4 and –DME, respectively, and the obtained fr
quencies of the OH stretching vibration were the same wit
our experimental uncertainty. In the following, we exami
the dynamics for these vibrations by measuring the tim
resolved UV spectra.

B. Vibrational relaxation of the H-bonded OH stretch
of phenol–C 2H4

Figure 4 shows the transient UV (111 REMPI! spectra
of phenol–C2H4 measured at several delay times after
excitation of the H-bonded OH stretch vibration at 35
cm21. Each spectrum is shown in the manner that the 111
REMPI spectrum measured without the IR laser irradiation
subtracted. In the figure, the OH1

0 band ~32 500 cm21! and
sharp vibronic bands are seen at short delay times, such
Dt53 and 26 ps. In addition, a broad continuum transiti
appearing from 34 000 cm21 to the higher-frequency side i
also seen, which is attributed to the transition from the IV
levels. The broad continuum transition disappears at lo

FIG. 3. Ionization-detected IR spectra of~a! phenol,~b! phenol–C2H4 , and
~c! phenol–(CH3)2O ether in the OH and CH stretching regions. The de
time between the IR and UV pulses was set to 40 ps, and the UV frequen
were fixed to the electronic transition from the vibrational levels genera
by IVR.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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delay times, such asDt5396 ps, because of the H-bond di
sociation of the cluster. Very interestingly, we found that t
relative intensity of the different regions of the continuu
spectra changes with time. For example, when we comp
the intensity pattern of the broad transient UV spectra
tweenDt526 and 86 ps, we see that the intensity ratio of
low-frequency region (nUV,35 500 cm21) to the high-
frequency region (nUV.35 500 cm21) is much smaller at
Dt586 ps than that atDt526 ps. The result represents th
the lower-frequency part of the transient continuum spectr
decays faster than that of the high-frequency part.

In order to have clear evidence, we measured the t
profiles of the pump–probe signals at different UV freque
cies, which are marked by arrows in Fig. 4. The results
shown in the traces~a!–~e! in Fig. 5. First, the decay curve o
the OH1

0 band @Fig. 5~a!# could be fitted by a single
exponential decay with a lifetime oft IVR510 ps, corre-
sponding to an IVR rate constant of 1.031011 s21. Since the
lifetime of the OH stretch of bare phenol has already be
obtained to be 7.131010 s21, we see thep-type H-bonding
slightly accelerates the IVR rate of the OH stretch.

In accordance with the complicated features of the tr
sient UV spectra as mensioned above, the time evolutio
the IVR levels shows different profiles at different monito
ing UV frequencies. That is, the time evolution observed
lower UV frequencies shows both faster rises and faster
cays than those monitored at higher UV frequencies.
example, the pump–probe signal observed atnUV

534 110 cm21 @Fig. 5~b!# reaches a maximum intensity a
Dt520 ps and disappears atDt590 ps. As shown in Fig.
5~e!, on the other hand, the signal monitored atnUV

535 820 cm21 reaches the maximum intensity atDt

FIG. 4. Transient 111 REMPI spectra of phenol–C2H4 measured at severa
delay times after IR pulse excitation of the H-bonded OH stretching vib
tion. Each spectrum is shown in the manner that the 111 REMPI spectrum
measured without IR light irradiation is subtracted.
Downloaded 01 Jul 2007 to 133.41.149.135. Redistribution subject to AIP
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530 ps and diminishes at a delay time of a few hundre
picoseconds. The result evidently indicates that we are
serving different portions of the IVR levels when we monit
different parts of the UV spectrum, and they exhibit differe
time evolutions from each other.

C. Phenol–DME

The upper part of Fig. 6 shows the transient UV spec
observed at several delay times after exciting the OH stre
ing vibration at 3410 cm21, and the lower part of Fig. 6
shows the pump–probe time profiles observed at three
ferent UV frequencies. First, the OH1

0 band at 32 500 cm21

decays very rapidly and its lifetime was obtained to be eq
to or less than 5 ps, which is the shortest lifetime obtain
with the present laser system. The corresponding IVR r
constant ofkIVR>2.031011 s21 is more than two times
larger than that of phenol–C2H4 . On the other hand, the
temporal behavior of the broad transient UV spectrum a
the time profiles of the pump–probe signals show a v
similar feature with those of phenol–C2H4 : that is, as seen in
the transient UV spectra in Fig. 6, the low-frequency p
(nUV,35 000 cm21) of the broad transition diminishe
faster than the high-frequency part (nUV.35 000 cm21).
Accordingly, in the lower part of Fig. 6, the time profil
monitored atnUV534 100 cm21 of the broad transition ex-
hibits a faster rise as well as a rapid decay in compari
with that observed atnUV535 500 cm21, indicating a simi-
lar energy flow mechanism with that of phenol–C2H4 .

-
FIG. 5. Time profiles of the IR–UV pump–probe signals of phenol–C2H4

measured at several UV frequencies. The thick solid curves are the fi
curves by using Eqs.~1a!–~1c!. The dotted curves are the calculated tim
profiles of bath states A and B, respectively. The calculation has been
formed by assuming Gaussian curves for the pump and probe pulses
pulse widths of 14 ps. See text.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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D. Phenol- d 5 – C2H4 and –DME

Similar experiments have been carried out for t
H-bonded clusters of phenol-d5 . Figures 7 and 8 show tran
sient 111 REMPI spectra and the pump–probe profiles a
picosecond IR pulse excitation of the H-bonded OH stre
vibration of phenol-d5– C2H4 and –DME, respectively. In
paper I of this series, we reported the IVR rate constan
the OH stretching vibration of bare phenol-d5 to be 1.3
31010 s21. The IVR rate constant has changed to 6
31010 s21 and 1.431011 s21 upon the H-bonding with
C2H4 and DME, respectively. On the other hand, the tra
sient UV spectra and time profiles of the pump–probe sig
showed very similar features with those of the correspond
H-bonded clusters of phenol. Thus it is concluded that
same relaxation mechanism is held in all H-bonded clus
examined.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of the time evolution and a mechanism
of energy redistribution in the clusters

As was shown above, we found that the different p
tions of the IVR levels~bath mode! exhibit different time
evolutions. The result indicates that the energy flow start

FIG. 6. ~Upper! Transient 111 REMPI spectra of phenol–(CH3)2O mea-
sured at several delay times after IR pulse excitation of the H-bonded
stretching vibration. Each spectrum is shown in the manner that the 111
REMPI spectrum measured without IR light irradiation is subtract
~Lower! Time profiles of the IR–UV pump–probe signals measured at s
eral UV frequencies. The solids curves are the best-fitted curves by u
Eqs.~1a!–~1c! and assuming Gaussian curves for the pump and probe pu
with pulse widths of 14 ps.
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from the OH stretch level to the dissociation of the H bo
cannot be explained by a simple two-step process wit
single bath mode—that is, scheme~1! in Fig. 2~a!. According
to this scheme, the IVR level~bath mode! would exhibit the
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FIG. 7. ~Upper! Transient 111 REMPI spectra of phenol-d5– C2H4 mea-
sured at several delay times after IR pulse excitation of the H-bonded
stretching vibration. Each spectrum is shown in the manner that the 111
REMPI spectrum measured without IR light irradiation is subtract
~Lower! Time profiles of the IR–UV pump–probe signals measured at s
eral UV frequencies. The solids curves are the best-fitted curves by u
Eqs.~1a!–~1c! and assuming Gaussian curves for the pump and probe pu
with pulse widths of 14 ps.

FIG. 8. ~Left! Transient 111 REMPI spectra of phenol-d5– (CH3)2O mea-
sured at several delay times after IR pulse excitation of the H-bonded
stretching vibration. Each spectrum is shown in the manner that the 111
REMPI spectrum measured without IR light irradiation is subtract
~Right! Time profiles of the IR–UV pump–probe signals measured at s
eral UV frequencies. The solids curves are the best-fitted curves by u
Eqs.~1a!–~1c! and assuming Gaussian curves for the pump and probe pu
with pulse widths of 14 ps.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. IR frequencies of the OH stretching vibrationnOH , redshift by the H bonding,D, the H-bond dissociation energiesD0 , the observed rate constan
k1 , k2 , andk3 , and the calculated dissociation rate constantskRRKM using the RRKM model.

nOH ~cm21! D ~cm21! D0 ~cm21! k1 (31010 s21) k2 (31010 s21) k3 (31010 s21) kRRKM (31010 s21)

Phenol 3657 - - 7.1 - - -
Phenol–C2H4 3580 77 1100b 10 5.0 1.1 18
Phenol dimer 3530a 127 2100b >20c c 1.3c 0.10
Phenol–DME 3410 247 2100b >20 5.0 1.1 0.045
Phenol-d5 3657 - - 1.3 - - -
Phenol-d5– C2H4 3580 77 - 6.7 4.0 1.2 -
Phenol-d5– DME 3410 247 - 14 4.0 0.91 -

aDonor OH stretching vibration.
bEstimated binding energies for obtainingkRRKM . See text.
cThough the detailed analysis based on Eq.~1! has not been preformed,k1 was obtained from the decay of the OH1

0 band, andk3 was obtained from the time
profile of the broad band measured at the UV frequency close to the band origin.
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same time profile independent of the monitoring portion.
stead, we constructed the ‘‘sequential two-bath-mo
model’’—that is, scheme~2! of Fig. 2~b!. In this model, the
population of the OH stretching level is first redistributed
‘‘bath mode ~A!’’ with a rate constantk1 (51/t IVR1), fol-
lowed by a further redistribution into ‘‘bath mode~B!’’ with
a rate constantk2 (51/t IVR2). Finally, the clusters in ‘‘bath
mode~B!’’ dissociate with a rate constantk3 (51/tdiss). The
time profiles of the OH stretch vibration,I OH(t), bath mode
~A!, I bath~A!(t), and bath mode~B!, I bath~B!(t), are expressed
as

I OH~ t !5C0e2k1t, ~1a!

I bath~A!~ t !5CbA~2e2k1t1e2k2t!, ~1b!

I bath~B!5CbB$~k22k3!e2k1t1~k32k1!e2k2t

1~k12k2!e2k3t%. ~1c!

The rate constantk1 has been alreaday obtained from t
decay curve of the OH1

0 band. On the other hand, the ra
constantsk2 andk3 cannot be obtained from a decay curve
a single UV frequency, because the electronic transition
both bath modes~A! and ~B! would overlap in the broad
transient UV spectra. In this sequential model, the popula
of bath A is transferred to bath mode~B!, so thatI bath~A!(t)
will reach the maximum earlier, and decays faster than th
of I bath~B!(t), respectively. On the other hand, the pum
probe signals observed at the low-frequency region of
broad continuum showed a faster rise and decay than
observed at the high-frequency region. Consequently, b
mode ~A! is thought to contribute mostly to the low
frequency region of the transient UV spectra, while ba
mode ~B! to the high-frequency region. Actually, the tw
components are not separated in the spectra as menti
above, and the observed curves are expressed by the su
the two componentsI bath~A! andI bath~B! . We carried out least-
squares fitting to the observed curves by changing the pa
etersk2 , k3 , and the ratioCbA /CbB , whereCbA /CbB differs
at different UV frequencies. The best-fitted curves are a
shown as solid curves in Figs. 5–8, and the rate const
obtained by the best fitting are listed in Table I.

Before discussing the obtained rate constants in Tab
we have to mention a clear picture of bath modes~A! and
~B!. In Figs. 3 and 5–8, the broad continuum observed
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short delay times extends more than 2000 cm21 below the
band origins. Such large redshifted hot bands cannot be
hot band transitions of the intermolecular modes, because
vibrational frequencies of intermolecular modes are less t
200 cm21 ~Refs. 41 and 42! so that the Franck–Condon fac
tors involving large vibrational quanta of those modes
such largely redshifted transitions~2000 cm21! should be
negligibly small. Thus the broad continuum observed at sh
delay times is attributed to the hot band transitions of
tramolecular modes of the phenolic site, whose frequen
are much higher than those of the intermolecular modes.
result means that bath mode~A! corresponds to the intramo
lecular modes of the phenolic site, and we conclude that
OH stretching vibrational energy is initially redistribute
mostly into the phenolic mode, but not into the intermolec
lar modes.

With an increase of the delay time, the low-frequen
region of the broad continuum diminishes rapidly, while t
high-frequency region still remains. At long delay times, t
vibrational energy in the phenolic site is thought to be red
tributed into the intermolecular modes, which corresponds
bath mode~B!. Since the vibrational frequencies of the inte
molecular modes are low, their vibronic transitions wou
appear closely to the band origin. This is the reason why
higher-frequency part of the broad electronic transition
mained at longer delay times. Finally, the clusters in b
mode~B! dissociate with the rate constantk3 .

From the above discussion, we propose a model of
whole relaxation process starting from the phenolic O
stretching vibration; the energy of the OH stretch is fi
redistributed mostly to the intramolecular bath mode~A! of
the phenolic site with rate constantk1 , and the energy of
bath mode~A! further relaxes to intermolecular bath mod
~B! with rate constantk2 . Finally, the clusters in bath mod
~B! dissociate with rate constantk3 . A schematic description
of this model is drawn in Fig. 9.

B. Effect of H-bond strength on the IVR
and dissociation rate constants

In Table I, we first notice that the IVR rate constantk1

correlates very well with the H-bond strength. The lifetim
reduction of the OH stretching vibration upon H-bond fo
mation is well known in the condensed phase and the pre
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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result essentially agrees well with the condensed phase
servation. There have been many experimental results
theoretical treatments of the enhancement of the vibratio
relaxation of the OH stretch upon H bonding, and the pres
results provide us with a new insight into its mechanism:The
H bonding is mostly effective in accelerating the redistrib
tion of the OH stretch energy into intramolecular vibration
modes.

Several candidates can be listed as the effective b
state for acceleration of the IVR of the OH stretch. First
the state~s! involving the CH stretching vibrations. In pape
I, we showed that in bare phenol the OH stretch is stron
coupled to the levels involving the CH stretch vibratio
leading to a rapid IVR of the OH stretch vibration. Th
coupling strength will be enhanced upon H-bond format
because of the following reasons:~1! The energy mismatch
between the OH stretch level and the levels involving C
will decrease by H-bonding, resulting in a stronger anh
monic coupling because of the propensity rule43 that the an-
harmonic coupling between states with smaller quant
number change should be larger.~2! In the H-bonded cluster
the combination between the CH and H-bonding interm
lecular modes will be an additional effective bath state
the IVR of the OH stretch. Very recently, Wanget al. inves-
tigated the vibrational relaxation of the OH stretching vib

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram of the energy flow from the IR excitation to
OH stretching vibration to the dissociation of the H bond.
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tion of ethanol liquid and found a very fast IVR into th
symmetric stretching mode of the CH2 group.12 Though the
present system is different from them, the observed re
essentially agrees with their observation.

Another candidate for the effective bath state for the IV
of the OH stretch is the level~s! involving the overtone of the
OH bending mode. The coupling between the H-bonded
stretch and the first overtone of the OH bending mode is w
known in water and alcohols as Fermi resonance and th
are many theoretical treatments.43–48 In the present case
however, the frequency of the OH bending mode in phen
d0 and phenol-d5 is ;1170 cm21 ~Ref. 49! so that there is
large energy gap between the OH stretch and first overt
of the OH bend. Even if it is so, we cannot neglect th
candidate because phenol-d5 , having no CH oscillator, also
exhibited substantial enhancement of the IVR rate of the
stretch upon H bonding.

A further noticeable point in Table I is that the H-bon
dissociation rate constants are very similar among the c
ters in spite of the large differences in the binding energ
Since H-bond dissociation takes place after the IVR, it
quite interesting whether the dissociation takes place a
complete energy randomization within the clusters. So
calculated the dissociation rate constants by using RR
theory. In this theory, the dissociation rate constant is giv
by

k~E!5GÞ~E2D0!/hr~E!. ~2!

Herer(E) is the density of states of the cluster at the to
energy ofE andGÞ(E2D0) is the number of possible state
of fragments at an available energy ofE2D0 , whereD0 is
the H-bonding energy. The density of states was obtained
the direct counting method without taking account of anh
monicity. For phenol, C2H4 , and DME, most of their vibra-
tional frequencies were taken from the literature. The vib
tional frequencies which were not available in the literatu
were obtained byab initio calculations with the MP2/6-31G
level. The frequencies of intermolecular modes of the cl
ters were also obtained at the same level of the calculat
which are listed in Table II. For the H-bonding energy (D0),
we assumed those of thes andp type to be 2100 cm21 and
1100 cm21, respectively, by comparison of the experimen
and theoretical values of other H-bonded clusters.36–40,50The
calculated dissociation rate constantskRRKM are also listed in
Table I. We also calculated the H-bond dissociation rate c
stant of phenol dimer, which is also compared with the e
perimentally obtained one. As seen in Table I, the agreem

e

TABLE II. Vibrational frequencies~cm21! of intermolecular mode of
hydrogen-bonded clusters of phenol used in the RRKM calculation. Th
frequencies are obtained byab initio calculations with the MP2/6-31G level

Mode No. Phenol–ethylene Phenol dimer Phenol–DME

1 15.0 9.9 17.3
2 21.3 27.3 21.9
3 33.1 34.3 42.9
4 78.2 71.6 73.3
5 91.4 82.9 86.0
6 119.0 136.1 147.9
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between the observed and calculated rate constants is
poor. The RRKM calculation predicts a much larger diss
ciation rate constant for phenol–C2H2 than the phenol–DME
and phenol dimer, while the observed rate constants are
so different among the clusters. The large discrepancy
tween the observed and RRKM calculated rate constants
dicates that the dissociation of the H bond occurs m
faster than complete energy randomization. Such a n
RRKM behavior of the dissociation is reported in many m
lecular clusters,51 and the present result will be an addition
example of the non-RRKM behavior of the dissociation
the clusters.

V. CONCLUSION

The dynamics of the OH stretching vibration has be
investigated for phenol H-bonded clusters by time-resol
picosecond IR–UV pump–probe spectroscopy. The res
strongly indicate the importance of the ‘‘OH
stretch↔ intramolecular mode’’ coupling in the IVR of the
H-bonded OH stretch. We found that in all clusters the i
tially excited phenolic OH stretching vibrational energy
primarily redistributed into the phenolic moiety, generating
hot phenol. Then the energy of the hot phenol flows into
intermolecular mode, followed by the dissociation of the
bond. Among them, the first step is strongly accelerated
the H bonding while others do not show a clear depende
on the H-bond strength. Finally, the H-bond dissociation r
constants do not agree with those calculated by the statis
theory, indicating that the energy is not fully randomiz
before dissociation.
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